Corporate
Responsibility
Report
2015/16

Group
Revenue

£2,921m
(+ 12%)

Underlying
Return
Group Profit on Capital
Before Tax

£546.3m
(+11.9%)

15.3%

Good Together Highlights 2015/16
1,019
£4 million 12.3%
apprentices
in learning

raised for
our charities

improvement
in carbon efficiency

91.26%

Costa sets
2020 sugar
reduction
target

2,101

operational
waste diverted
from landfill

Whitbread PLC is the owner of the UK’s
favourite hotel chain, Premier Inn and the UK’s
favourite coffee shop, Costa, as well
as restaurant brands, Beefeater, Brewers
Fayre and Table Table.
Whitbread PLC employs c. 50,000 people
in over 2,200 outlets across the UK, with
its well-loved brands making every day
experiences special for over 27 million UK
customers every month.
Whitbread has outlined growth milestones
for 2018 and 2020. The 2020 milestones are
to increase the number of Premier Inn UK rooms
to around 85,000 and to achieve global
system sales of around £2.5billion for Costa.
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work experience
placements
completed

Our core values are Genuine, Confident
and Committed.
Whitbread PLC is listed on the London
Stock Exchange and is a constituent of
the FTSE 100. It is also a member of the
FTSE4Good Index.
If you’re interested in reading and watching
more about the work that our teams do for
Good Together, please visit our website
www.whitbread.co.uk/corporate-responsibility
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Welcome

At Whitbread, we have some of the UK’s favourite
and most trusted hospitality brands. Keeping abreast
of, or indeed ahead of, the trends and concerns which
are important to our customers and communities is
vital, whether that be how we look after our people,
how we protect the environment or how we support
our communities. As one of the UK’s largest companies
we have the responsibility and the opportunity to act
as a force for good. This is not just the right thing to do,
it is vital if we are to build a sustainable business for
shareholders in the long term.
I’m delighted to introduce our 2015/16
Corporate Responsibility report and in
the coming pages you can read about
the fantastic work our teams are doing
to build a more sustainable business
that is making a real difference for
our people, our communities, our
customers and the environment.
Our corporate responsibility
programme, Good Together, is a
fundamental part of our philosophy
and the way we run our business.
It features in our ‘Customer Heartbeat’
model (pictured below). which
illustrates how our winning teams
put the customer at the heart of
everything we do, so customers come
back time and again which, in turn,
drives profitable growth. As we run
our business, the impact we have on
the world around us is of critical
importance, and being a force for
good is part of our DNA. We are also
mindful of the changing environment
we operate in, and how shifting
consumer and societal trends can
impact on our business. Whitbread’s
future success depends upon our
ability to adapt and innovate as
we grow and our Good Together
programme needs to reflect this too.
In the seven years since we launched
Good Together we’ve made significant
progress towards becoming a more
sustainable business. We recognise
we still have a long way to go and
last year we set ourselves stretching
new 2020 goals across our three
Good Together pillars ‘Teams &
Communities’, ‘Customer Wellbeing’
and ‘Energy & Environment’ to increase
focus and drive further momentum.
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Teams and Communities
Our people are the key to our success
and it’s important that we create a
great place to work for all 50,000
team members. As one of the UK’s
largest employers, we can make a real
difference to peoples’ lives and the
communities where they live. We’re
passionate about creating jobs and
providing people with opportunities
to get into work, learn new skills and
develop their careers with us. Through
our WISE programme we are targeting
5,000 apprenticeships, 7,500 work
experience placements and 6,500
adult work placements by 2020.
We are also immensely proud of
the work that our teams do in their
communities to support charitable and
local causes through volunteering and
fundraising initiatives. This year, they’ve
raised almost £4 million towards our
chosen charities of Great Ormond
Street Hospital Children’s Charity and
the Costa Foundation, and we are well
on the way to achieve our targets of
£10 million and £15 million for each
charity respectively.
Customer Wellbeing
This is a critical area of focus as it
is vital to build a strong reputation.
At Whitbread, we welcome some 27
million customers in our UK hotels,
restaurants and coffee shops every
month and it’s very important to us
they can have the utmost confidence
in the integrity and quality of our
products. In the past year we’ve
made significant steps towards
building a responsible supply chain
with rigorous policies in place, however
there is much more to do and we are
targeting 100% accredited supply for
our critical commodities by 2020.

As the UK’s largest hospitality
company we see first hand that
peoples’ eating and drinking habits
are changing. In April we set ‘added
sugar’ reduction targets for 2020
within Costa and continue to work
on our menus to look at how we
can improve the nutritional value
of our food and drink to provide
customers with greater choice
of healthier options.
Energy & Environment
We are a fast growing company and
as we continue to open more coffee
shops, hotels and restaurants, we must
be sensitive to the impact we have on
the environment by reducing carbon
emissions, being as energy efficient
as possible, minimising water
consumption and diverting waste
from landfill. We have set stretching
targets to reduce carbon by 15%, water
consumption by 20% and increase
direct operations recycling rate to 80%.
2015/16 has been another good
year for Good Together and I’d like
to thank our teams for their valuable
contribution, which is making a real
difference for our people, our
communities, our customers and
the environment.

Alison Brittain
Chief Executive
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Teams and
Communities

Teams and Communities

Teams and
Communities
Whitbread is the UK’s
largest hotel, restaurant and
coffee shop operator with
50,000 team members who
are passionate about making
everyday experiences special
for the millions of customers
they serve. Our success
depends on recruiting and
retaining great people and
we are committed to
creating opportunities for
everyone to build their skills
and develop their careers
with us.

Whitbread and Confederation
of British Industry Launch
Research Report
In 2015, Whitbread and the CBI
published research that found
positive trends in the way that
today’s school leavers (16-19 year
olds) approach and plan their careers
– in particular, their levels of research,
amount of ambition and take up of
work experience schemes. The
research highlighted the critical role
for business in supporting school
leavers as they transition into careers
and urged all employers to step up
their investment in providing work
experience and careers information.

The survey of 1,500 16-19 year
olds in the UK considered the value
of work experience placements
and found that 80% said they had
undertaken work experience whilst
they were at school or college, of
which 82% claimed that their work
experience helped them gain a better
understanding of the world of work.
Partnerships and Alliances
Whitbread has collaborated
widely across government and
industry this year to influence
continued investment in developing
careers and nurturing skills and
learning in the hospitality sector.
Whitbread’s partnership with the
hospitality industry and People 1st
was announced as one of the seven
projects launched as part of the UK
Futures Programme, created by the
UK Commission for Employment and
Skills, aiming to boost the careers
of low paid workers in retail and
hospitality sectors.
Whitbread was also a launch
partner in Business in the
Community’s “Future Proof”
initiative – a campaign to help
businesses break down the barriers

and create quality accessible jobs
for all young people. Furthermore,
the company is collaborating with
more than 200 employers through its
membership of ‘Movement to Work’,
with the aim of helping thousands
of young people break the ‘no
experience, no job; no job, no
experience’ cycle by offering four
to six weeks of vocational training
and work experience.
Whitbread’s partnership with
JobCentre Plus was further enhanced
in 2015 by the launch of Hospitality
Works – a national initiative led by
The British Hospitality Association
in partnership with Department
for Work and Pensions. This initiative
aims to promote opportunities
to suitable jobseekers; enhancing
recruiter’s knowledge to find the
right people; and linking future
workers into locally available training.
As part of this initiative, over 1,000
Job Centre Plus staff from across
the UK engaged in Whitbread’s
conference call ‘Master-Class’ in
January 2016, which outlined the
company’s work placement and
Apprenticeship opportunities.
Paige Flynn from Premier Inn
Leeds City Centre, Leeds Arena
won Apprentice of the Year 2015

John Cridland
Ex Director General of the CBI, said,
“Many young people are worried
about making their first steps
outside the school gates and it’s
clear that the more exposure to
the world of work they get early
on, from advice to work experience,
the better for them.”
in their recruitment processes
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Teams and Communities

Diverse Careers and Opportunities
for Personal Development
Whitbread continues to deliver
its highly successful ‘Rising Stars’
and ‘Shooting Stars’ training and
development programme,
supporting the progress of team
members and managers, which
has enabled 91% of Premier Inn
roles to be filled from an internal
talent pipeline.
This year, Costa’s network of
Coffee Academies went from
strength to strength. In addition
to running management training
courses ‘Rising Stars’ and
‘Shooting Stars’, thousands of
baristas underwent training on
Barista Maestro, Coffee Champion
and Coffee Ambassador courses.

Costa Trainee
Numbers 2015/16
2740 Barista Maestro trainees
586 Coffee Champion trainees
131 Coffee Ambassador trainees
580 Shooting Stars trainees
233 Rising Stars trainees
359 Store Manager
development trainees
115 Senior Operators
trained on Operational
Food Safety

Whitbread requires an extremely
wide range of skills and expertise
across its team members and is
committed to expanding the
range of educational opportunities
it offers to gain access to first
rate potential talent. As such,
it appointed its first Digital
Marketing Apprentice on a
12-month education programme,
supported by a mentor structure,
during the year.
The company’s graduate training
programme currently has 65 team
members undertaking work-based
further education with the support
of the company, offering valuable
experience across Operations
Leadership, PR, Finance, Marketing
and Property as well as within
Operations. 47 graduates are
undertaking a Premier Inn
Operations Programme and 18
graduates are on a Support
Centre Programme.
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Eszter Jendruszak is
a Costa Operations
Graduate in London

Premier Inn Shooting
Star Trainees 2015/6

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Steel

457 106
33

13

Furthermore, Whitbread offers
access to a Post-Graduate
Programme, which is available to
senior employees as part of career
progression. Laura Hinson-Yates,
Cluster General Manager, who is
undertaking the Postgraduate
course commented, “I absolutely
love the MSc. It has enabled me
to explore theoretical frameworks
and apply them to my role, my
leadership style and analyse the
results that I currently drive. It has
also enabled me to explore how I
might change my style in order to
gain a different impact and drive
a different set of results.”

In the Year
654

delegates took part in
WHR Shooting Stars management
development course

7,385

people participated in
638 Whitbread Hotels
and Restaurants classroom based
courses classroom based courses

240,000

elearning courses were completed
by Whitbread Hotels and Restaurants
team members

1,000

Costa store managers were taken
out of the business for a two-day
leadership training course

200

team members from Costa
attended a three-day
talent camp workshop focused
on recruiting and developing people

3,400

team members from Costa
took part in a coffee-based
training course last year

9

new graduates joined the first ever
Costa Operations Graduate Scheme
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Teams and Communities

WISE educates, engages and
employs young people who are
often from difficult backgrounds
and supports them into the world
of work. WISE offers:

Tackling Youth Unemployment
and Skills Deficits
A large number of Whitbread’s
workforce is aged between 16 and
24, and many of them were not in
employment, education or training
(NEET), and often lack the
necessary skills for work.
In 2012, Whitbread created
WISE (Whitbread Investing in
Skills and Employment), a ground
breaking recruitment, training and
educational scheme, to speed-up,
scale-up and join-up Whitbread’s
engagement with the education
system, create employment
opportunities and support young
people’s entry into employment.
This investment also ensures that
the company develops a pipeline
of young talent to enable
planned growth.

–W
 ork Experience and School
Visits for 11-18 year olds, giving
them opportunities to experience
the working environment.
– Employment Placements for
people of all ages who are not
in education, employment or
training – a four to six week work
placement with Whitbread, which
usually results in gaining an NVQ
Level 1 in Hospitality.
–A
 pprenticeships and functional
skills for team members
who want to gain nationally
recognised qualifications. All
Apprentices are employed on
permanent contracts, with great
progression opportunities, and are
paid the National Living Wage.
Apprenticeships are available
from Level 1 pre-employment
training programmes through
to an MSc Level 7 in Multi-Site
Leadership.
–S
 upport for Whitbread’s
suppliers to invest in developing
the skills of their own workforce.

2015/16
performance

High Praise for Whitbread
in 2015 OFSTED Report
Whitbread was thrilled by its
2015 OFSTED report, which
confirmed that the WISE initiative
provides an open invitation for
young people to take up
a progressive journey of
self-improvement and personal
development. The report, which
gave a ‘good’ rating, highlighted
how Whitbread’s commitment to
skills and education is embedding
significant social impact. It
commented particularly about
the commitment, motivation and
passion that was developed in the
workforce; “The majority of
Apprentices start with no
qualifications, having been
unemployed for a long time before
working for Whitbread. From this
low base, most make rapid progress
in their skills development.”
The report also mentioned the
impact that WISE is having on local
and national social and economic
outcomes; “By recruiting high
numbers of young people who have
little or no experience of work after
leaving school, Whitbread makes
a significant difference to the local
and national economy, raising
aspirations by giving employment
and well-structured training that
lead to long and rewarding careers.”

Delivered since
WISE began

2020
Target

APPRENTICESHIPS
Completed/In Learning

207/1029 1,489

5,000

WORK EXPERIENCE
PLACEMENTS

2,101

3,470

7,500

EMPLOYMENT
PLACEMENTS

1,433

3,772

6,500

Meeting Ambitious WISE Targets

Currently, we have over 1,000 Apprenticeships in learning at Whitbread, however the important
framework required to accelerate the programme across all of our brands has taken longer to
establish than predicted. We are committed to our Apprenticeship programme, and are investing
substantially in it. We are focused on delivering quality Apprenticeships ranging from Level 2 to
Level 7, rather than an over reliance on entry-level qualifications. We have therefore taken the
sensible decision to reduce our 2020 target from 6,000 to 5,000.
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Teams and Communities

WISE delivers tangible benefits for communities and business
47% of Apprentices that have
completed their programme,
gain a promotion after 12 months,
compared to 39% of non-Apprentices.

59% of Apprentices achieve a pay
rise of 5% or more on completion of
their programme, compared to
20% of non-Apprentices.

69% of Apprentices remain with
Whitbread more than 12 months.

New Scottish Apprenticeships
Premier Inn announced the
creation of 66 new Scottish
Apprenticeship opportunities in
November 2015, followed by a
further 32 during Scottish
Apprenticeship Week in January
2016. The new Premier Inn Modern
Apprenticeship Programme,
developed in partnership with ITC
Academy and Skills Development
Scotland, is a 12-month programme
aimed specifically at school leavers.
Thomas Foster, (20), from
St Andrews, was one of the first
Apprentices to be enrolled on the
new Apprenticeship Programme.
He joined the kitchen team in the
newly opened hotel in St Andrews
in November 2015. Thomas said:
‘It’s been such a great opportunity
for me to be one of the first
Apprentices on this new Premier Inn
Modern Apprenticeship Programme.
I now believe this is more than a job,
but a career of choice which I feel
lucky to have in my hometown.’
Newcastle Region Sees Benefits
from WISE
In 2015, Neil Middlemass was
the Cluster General Manager for six
Premier Inn hotels in the Newcastle area, with a total of 650 rooms
across the region. His implementation
of WISE, has made a massive difference to recruitment efficiency and
employee retention in the region.
An example is the Newcastle City
Centre hotel, which would usually
have a 30% plus employee turnover,
but through WISE it is achieving
9%. Neil comments: “I have been
hugely motivated by the
opportunities I have had to develop
people and help them grow through
the company. I have seen peoples’
lives change for the better here in
the North East, Whitbread has played
a key part in inspiring people and
raising their aspirations which, whilst
helping individuals to improve their
lives, also helps to dramatically
improve the city and the location.”
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In 2015/16, 486 young people were
recruited through work placements
and progressed to permanent roles,
resulting in recruitment and training
savings of £840,541.
 ombined recruitment, retention
C
and progression savings from
WISE in 2015/16 were £1,301,986.

In the Year
1,008

Qualifications awarded

207

full Apprenticeships achieved

1,019

currently working towards
an Apprenticeship

2,101

work experience for
students completed

1,433

adult work placements for
the unemployed completed,
with a 34% conversion into work

£3m

Whitbread invested in its
Apprenticeship programme in 2015/16

Implementing WISE Involves
Multiple Community Partners
Community partnerships are an
integral feature of delivering WISE,
introducing a pipeline of talent into
the Whitbread workforce – very often
people who have had a difficult start
in life or at the beginning of their
careers – but nevertheless have
tremendous potential and an
appetite for practical learning.
Relationships are built with
community organisations including
Jobcentre Plus, Springboard, Believe
in Young People and The Prince’s
Trust, who make referrals into WISE.
Costa’s national roll-out of WISE has
further increased the range of
partners introducing new work
placements and Apprenticeships.
These include St Giles, working with
ex-offenders in Leeds and London:
Remploy helping disabled people and
those with complex needs into work:
and Walking With The Wounded,
supporting injured veterans.
“Whitbread has changed the
lives of many young people who
would otherwise have faced a life
of unstable employment and
disadvantage.”
Ben Marson, Director of Corporate
Partnerships, The Prince’s Trust.
Winning new business
WISE sets Whitbread apart from
other hospitality companies and
results in winning business. In 2015,
Manpower Group chose Premier Inn
to become one of its key hotel
providers. “We initially met
Whitbread through membership
of the Movement to Work campaign
and were very impressed by their
WISE programme and commitment
to providing skills and opportunities
to young people. As a result of
our shared company values and
beliefs, coupled with the quality
of the Premier Inn product, we
decided to appoint Premier Inn
as one of Manpower Group’s
key hotel providers.”
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Teams and Communities

Costa launched its
Apprenticeship programme
in April 2015 offering an
Intermediate Apprenticeship
in Customer Service and
Barista Skills.

Since the launch of WISE
in Costa in April 2015, work
experiences, work placements
and Apprenticeships have
gradually been embedded in
Costa’s cycle of recruitment,
training and education. Success
has been tremendous with zero
turnover on all of the work
placement team members
recruited since the programme
got underway last summer.
The message is clear - team
members value the training,
skills, experience and knowledge
that they are gaining, and
Whitbread’s investment in
them is both commercially
and socially impactful.

Russ Hartland-Shaw was appointed
in 2015 as the new WISE by Costa
Programme Manager. He works
closely with Costa Store Managers
across the UK, to help them build
local networks that can introduce
talent into the Costa workforce.
Russ has been delighted about the
progress WISE has made during
its first year of roll-out in Costa,
commenting: “The Barista and
customer service training that all
work placement candidates gain is
intrinsic to Costa and a vital feature
of the leadership journey offered
by the business. The joy of WISE
is that it is successful both
commercially as well as from a
perspective of social impact”.

The Prime Minister,
David Cameron, attended
the Costa Apprenticeship
launch and said:
“There really has never been
a better time to start an
Apprenticeship and it’s a huge
leap forward to have Whitbread,
one of Britain’s leading employers
in the hospitality industry, hiring
even more Apprentices.”

Ex Prime Minister, David Cameron,
visited Premier Inn Leeds City Centre,
Leeds Arena for the launch of
Costa’s Apprenticeship programme

498 One to Two-week
Costa work experience
opportunities were given
last year
145 candidates underwent
a four-week Adult Work
Placement in our stores
56 of these candidates
were recruited into the
business and 45 remain,
which is an 80%
retention rate
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Teams and Communities

Giving Back to the
Community
2015/16 has seen Whitbread’s
customers, suppliers and
team members continue
their fantastic support, both
financially and practically, for
its two chosen charities - the
Costa Foundation and Great
Ormond Street Hospital
Children’s Charity.

2015/16 Performance

Whitbread and GOSH celebrated a
crucial milestone in the construction
of the Premier Inn Clinical Building
with a ‘topping out’ ceremony

Raised by end of February 2016

2020 Target

£2 million
raised for
GOSH

£6.2
million

£10 million to be raised
for Whitbread Hotels and
Restaurants charity which
includes £7.5m for Great
Ormond Street Hospital
Children’s Charity

£2 million
raised for
the Costa
Foundation

£9.5
million

£15 million for the Costa
Foundation funding 100
school projects.

Great Ormond
Street Hospital
Children’s Charity
was voted
overwhelmingly
by team
members at
Whitbread Hotels
and Restaurants
to be charity of choice in 2012,
and record-breaking fundraising
activities have been underway
ever since.
Great Ormond Street Hospital
(GOSH) is the UK’s leading centre
for treating seriously ill children.
Whitbread Hotel and Restaurants
is committed to raising £7.5
million by 2017 to build the
Premier Inn Clinical Building.
It will provide much needed new
in-patient wards, a new surgery
centre, a respiratory centre and
a specialist centre for children
with severe skin conditions and
infectious diseases. Once the
building is complete, it is
anticipated that the entire
hospital will be able to treat
up to 20 per cent more children.
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Celebrations on Fundraising
Milestone of £5 Million
In June 2015, during the annual
team conference, we celebrated
raising £5 million since the start
of our partnership. Team members heard from Karen, mother
of 18 year old GOSH patient Tom,
who shared the extraordinary
story of her son’s treatment at the
hospital. Karen told a captivated
audience how grateful families like
hers are to fundraisers like them,
who not only raise lots of money
but also raise awareness for the
hospital and charity. She said:
“Your fantastic fundraising efforts
are helping to replace, outdated
wards in some of the hospital’s
oldest buildings with world class
facilities. For children like Tom
and families like ours, the difference will be unbelievable.”

Give & Match and Raise & Match
Schemes Support Local Charities
Any fundraising carried
out by team members across
Whitbread, for a personal
charity of their choice, is matched
by the company, as well as payroll
giving donations which are
similarly matched by Whitbread.

£270,126

donated to charity by team
members through Give and
Match (Payroll Giving) with
£22,449 donated by Whitbread
to match team member
charity choices

£109,963

raised by team members
through Raise and Match
(matching donations fundraised
by team members) with £60,429
matched by Whitbread

65

different charities benefitted
from Raise and Match
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Spotlight on Fundraising
in Manchester
The Manchester team set
out to raise £20,000 this year
and have smashed their target
because everyone feels ownership
for something bigger than the
day to day.
Team Fundraising Stories
Teams across Whitbread Hotels
and Restaurants took part in
fundraising events throughout
the year including two National
Charity Weeks, where they carried
out multiple innovative, fun and
ambitious activities including The
Santa Dash in December 2015.
Over 50 WHR team members
joined another 1500 Santas to run
10km around London’s Clapham
Common.
South Shields Taybarns have
raised in excess of £10,000 since
the GOSH partnership began.
During 2015, their main activity
has centred on an instant win
game which has helped generate
the most amount of money for
GOSH. They also put on tombolas,
raffles, Christmas hampers, wish
trees, charity walks, Mother’s Day
raffles, scavenger hunts and
bric-a-brac sales.
Aylesbury’s The Charter Table
Table really ramped up
fundraising activity by completing
a bike ride as well as running
an auction, with the Kitchen
Manager and Deputy Manager
hosting a dinner party at the
winner’s house.
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Charlotte Maloney
– Ops Manchester Piccadilly
“Fundraising for GOSH is a great
way to get our teams to share a
sense of purpose beyond our day
to day business objectives. Across
Manchester, Premier Inn teams
meet regularly to share best
practice via ‘GOSH SQUAD’ and
have quickly exported the best
ideas across all sites. One
example would be accepting
donations to store luggage,
which is a simple but opens
opportunities throughout
the city!”
Daljet Singh
Ops Manchester Central
“Our guests love that we are
supporting such a positive cause
in such a genuine, authentic and
visible fashion - whatever the
event or activity, you can sense
the energy in the hotel and that
our teams are really passionate
about the cause.”

In the Year
£835,000

raised by Whitbreal Hotels
and Restaurants team member
fundraising efforts of which

£52,897

donated through
team member contributions
from Raise and Match / Give
and Match Schemes

£648,000

donated by Premier Inn
guests when they
book online

£279,000

raised by Whitbread suppliers

£176,000

Whitbread’s contributions
through matching sites and
team members’ contributions

Bernard Bear
In November 2015, we launched
Bernard Bear – who is sold in all
Premier Inn hotels to raise money
for GOSH, with all profits going
to the charity.
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At Costa we support local
communities both here in the
UK and worldwide.
We are tremendously proud of
the work that the Costa Foundation
does, building and funding
school projects in coffee growing
communities around the world.
2015/16 was a record year for the
Costa Foundation with over £2
million raised. The Foundation now
supports a total of 72 different
coffee growing communities across
nine countries and over 45,000
children have been able to access
quality education since the
Foundation opened its first
school in Colombia in 2008.
Costa Foundation Three Peaks
Challenge Doubles Fundraising
2015 marked the ninth occasion
of this annual event and this year
it raised over £50,000, with 14
teams participating from across
the business. Since 2007, more
than £225,000 has been raised
and the teams have climbed
the equivalent of nearly 3 times
the height of Mount Everest.
Costa Express – Tour of Britain
24 team members, principally from
Costa Express, cycled the official
one-hundred-mile stage of the Tour
of Britain for the Costa Foundation.
The team tackled the hilly
countryside around one of Britain’s
most historic cities, Worcester,
following the route used by the
professional competitors and
raised nearly £10,000 for the
Costa Foundation.

Addisu’s Story
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Making a Measurable Difference
The Costa Foundation applies
a systematic monitoring and
evaluation process to assess how
impactful the schools and projects
it has funded are. This process
was extended from African and
Vietnamese projects in 2015/16 to
schools in Central and Southern
America. Examples of progress:

In the Year

–M
 ore Further Education Students
- 300 students from Ethiopian
Costa Foundation High Schools
accepted into universities with
more accepting places in
vocational colleges.

raised by Costa team
members through in-store
activities and special events.

– Student ‘Adults’ returning to
school - Growth in adults returning
to attend Ethiopian schools having
‘dropped out’ as young people. The
eldest student is reported to be 74,
who is aiming to fulfil his lifetime
ambition of graduating grade ten.
– Increased demand for school
spaces - Increased applications for
nursery school places from farming
communities in rural Vietnam, have
resulted in some students travelling
10km to attend school.
–P
 reventing forced marriage
- School gender clubs are raising
awareness of equality and values
in Ethiopia, resulting in the
abolishment of the customary
practice of early forced marriage.
–T
 ackling HIV/AIDS - Students of a
health club at Kilenso Mokkonisa in
Ethiopia have volunteered to help
educate teenagers and adults about
HIV and AIDS, reducing incidents of
the disease.

£2 million

raised by Costa customers,
suppliers, and team members

£750,000
£225,000

donated from the profits
of Costa Travel cup sales.

£410,000

contributed by corporate
partners including suppliers and
Whitbread through match-giving.

15

schools built with Costa’s
help in Uganda, Ethiopia, Vietnam,
Colombia, Peru, Honduras and
Nicaragua

12,000

students went to school
for the first time

50th

Project completed – Bao Loc
Nursery, Southern Highlands of
Vietnam for 240 children

– Ending poverty - The first
generation of coffee farmers
have moved out of poverty in the
communities with the Costa
Foundation’s first High Schools.
They are left with funds at the end
of the year to reinvest in their
families and farms.
Addisu is a coffee farmer’s son who
lived within an hour’s walk from where
the Costa Foundation built their first
High School in Kilenso Rasa, South
West Ethiopia, back in 2008. As the
youngest of six brothers and sisters,
he went to the new secondary
school and embraced his learning
opportunity in order to graduate year
10. The Costa Foundation gave him
a vital foothold into the education
system and he was offered a place
at a local preparatory school to
finish two more years study and

was eligible to enrol for a place at
University. The combination of
academic results and attitude to
hard work helped him beat the
50 other top applicants from rural
Ethiopian schools to win a place
on a scholarship to the Agricultural
University in Costa Rica. Addisu’s
goal is to work as an advisor in the
Department of Agriculture helping
farmers in his homeland develop more
effective techniques to grow larger
crops and improve their income.
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Teams and Communities

Costa’s Community Programme
plays a key role in supporting
local communities in the UK.
Coffee shops are great meeting
places and are often at the heart
of their local community. At Costa
we believe it’s important to
give something back to those
communities where we operate and
to actively make a positive difference.
The Costa Community Programme
empowers our teams to support their
local communities through
volunteering time, space in stores
and funds to support community
projects, groups and events.
The success of Costa’s Community
Programme so far has given us the
confidence to set ambitious targets.
By 2020, the aim is for Costa teams
to donate 100,000 hours to their
communities and deliver 5,000
local community projects. There
are many examples of this working,
here are a few in 2015:
RAF Association’s 75th
Anniversary Commemorative
Service for the Battle of Britain:
In September 2015, 64 Costa
volunteers from stores and Head
Office functions supported this
event at St Paul’s in London by
creating and serving over 2,500
packed lunches to the visiting
veterans, their families and other
invited guests.

Big Church Day Out: Over the last
five years, Costa’s Sales team have
supported the annual Big Church Day
Out event by donating coffee and
materials to help dozens of charity
volunteers make coffee for the
festival goers at the UK’s largest
Christian music festival. Proceeds
from the charity coffee shops
support the festival’s community
agenda, bringing groups together
from across the country and
providing free event tickets and
camping accommodation to
disadvantaged families who may
otherwise not have a holiday. At the
2015 event, the Costa Express team
donated all proceeds from their
mobile Express machines to the
Costa Foundation, raising over
£1,500 for the charity.

Barney and Echo Books: Costa is
supporting the Barney and Echo
books series, a scheme led by the
Police Community Clubs of Great
Britain, targeting primary school
aged children. Aimed at supporting
children, and steering them away
from crime, drug or alcohol misuse,
the Barney and Echo publications
also instil the benefits of a healthy
lifestyle. Costa also sponsors the
book series distributed to local
school classrooms. The partnership
has been rolled out across 115 UK
stores who deliver the books, some
of whom have team members
actively taking part in reading
sessions.
Somerset Adoption and Fostering:
Yeovil’s Costa is supporting a local
campaign to spread the word about
the need for families to foster older
children and young people, to care
for children with disabilities and
support troubled teenagers
experiencing tough times. They
are donating meeting space and
refreshments in-store.
Autism in North East and Borders:
Costa in Hexham offers 4.5 hours
of time and space every month after
closing time for people with autism
to meet in order to share experiences
and access support with everyday
challenges. Store team members
also helped them practice making till
transactions to build their confidence.

In the Year
850

stores donated their time
to community activities

10,000

hours of volunteer time
donated by Baristas

2,200

different activities were
delivered across the length
and breadth of the UK

550

stores took part in the Keep
Britain Tidy’s Big Tidy Up

300

Costa locations provided
space in their stores to
local groups

£200,000

was donated by the Costa
Community programme to
local community activities

During 2015/16, Costa’s community
webpages were redeveloped
community.costa.co.uk to help teams
and customers engage with the
programme, and video case studies
were shared via Costa’s community
portal.

Costa teams in Yeovil, Wells,
Bridgwater, Shepton Mallet and
Taunton organised an evening for
locals to learn about fostering
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Case
studies

Our WISE programme is making
a real difference to peoples’ lives
Work Placement Helps Sarah
be Herself, Not Just a Mum
Sarah Sellars worked as a
Lunchtime Supervisory Assistant
at a local school working seven
hours a week for the past three
years. She had also spent two
years volunteering in a school and
completed a Teaching Assistant
course, however no vacancies
arose for Sarah to apply for roles
in this area. Sarah’s local Jobcentre
Plus suggested a work placement
course with Costa, which she
decided to apply for.

As soon as she started her work
placement, Sarah felt like part of
the family and was amazed at the
amount of support she was given
by the whole team. She gained
confidence, became a great asset
to the team and subsequently, was
offered a permanent position. She
is now working at least 16 hours
per week and the job is flexible
around Sarah’s child care needs.

Work Experience Provides Laura
with a Wide Insight to Business
Lauren Tappin, a 19-year old
studying Business at Oaklands
College in Welwyn Garden City,
gained multiple experiences with
Whitbread in 2015. “Whitbread
were very accommodating in
ensuring that I had valuable and
interesting work experience which
will benefit me by helping me
choose a career in the future.”

Sue Brown, Reservations
Team Manager paired Laura
with one of the contact centre
ambassadors who she shadowed
around support centre. She gained
insight to revenue management
processes, as well as human
resources where Catherine
Woodland, Learning and Skills
Manager, gave her advice on
appropriate qualifications to
help her build her career further.

Work Placement Offers Career
Flexibility for Rebecca Warford
to Accommodate her Young Son
Rebecca Warford left school
at the age of 16 and trained to
be a Hair Stylist. At the age of
20 she had a son which affected
her working hours and
unfortunately, her relationship with
her partner broke down resulting
in difficulties running her home,
caring for her son and working.
Contact with her Jobcentre Plus
and The Princes Trust resulted in
her taking up a Work Placement
opportunity at the newly opened

Bury St Edmunds Premier Inn in
2015. Rebecca experienced all of
the different departments from
housekeeping to front of house.
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Rebecca was worried that
it would be hard to complete
the placement whilst being a
single mum, but found that
everybody was supportive in
making it successful and were
really understanding of her
circumstances. Rebecca is now
a permanent employee with
Premier Inn.
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Customer
Wellbeing

Customer Wellbeing

Customer
Wellbeing
Menu Development
and Nutrition
At Whitbread, we put the
customer at the heart of everything
we do and our Customer Wellbeing
pillar ensures our customers can
have confidence in the integrity
and quality of our products, and
reflects our commitment to make
a positive contribution towards
their health and wellbeing.
We are committed to working in
partnership with the Government
to make progress on the crucial
issue of childhood obesity and
providing all our customers with
credible choices that will help them
eat a balanced diet. Within Premier
Inn and Restaurants and Costa,
we are taking proactive steps
and investing in new product
development to provide a
nutritionally balanced mix of
menu items. We are finding ways
to reduce levels of added sugar and
salt in our food and drink, without
compromising on product safety,
quality or taste and have made some
good progress in this area although
we recognise there is more to
do. We are also committed to
ensuring customers have information
to hand that will allow them to make
informed choices.

Costa Sets Ambitious New Targets
In Costa, we have spent the last
three years developing the best
ways to evolve our food and drink
range to offer credible choice and
nutritional balance. This process is
ongoing and we have recently
announced new targets.
Costa 2020 Targets
– Reduce added sugar in all Costa
drinks by 25%
– Reduce added sugar in Costa Ice
Range by 30%
– Reduce salt in sandwiches by 5%
As part of our nutrition strategy,
Costa has worked with an
independent expert to create an
analytical tool that we call our
‘nutritional calculator’. The
calculator is rooted in science,
and enables us to assess the key
nutritional attributes (salt, added
sugar, total fats and saturated
fats) in every single one of
our products against a set
pre-determined criteria.

When a product has been
assessed by the calculator and
is given a ‘review’ rating, we then
take the decision to either delist,
reformulate or provide an
alternative product. An example
of how the calculator is already
making a difference is in our
Fruit Cooler range, where the
assessment led to the removal
of the Red Berry Cooler and the
reformulation of our Tropical
cooler with a 10% reduction in
added sugar.
Jane Treasure
Head of Food & Beverage
Development for Costa
UK & Ireland said,
“We have created a detailed
roadmap to deliver significant
sugar and salt reduction by 2020
as well as looking at innovation
to provide even healthier
choices to our customers.”

Whitbread is a public signatory to a number of pledges in the Government’s Responsibility
Deal on Public Health, including salt reduction, calorie reduction, non-use of transfats and
responsible drinking. Our food policy is guided by the Department of Health and other
Government initiatives such as the Eatwell plate and 5 a day campaign.
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Customer Wellbeing

Costa
Focus on Fresher, Lighter,
Healthier Food and Drink
In Costa, we recognise that there
is a growing trend of customer
demand for an enhanced food offer
with a greater choice of fresher,
lighter and healthier options. To
meet this demand, in 2015/16 we
introduced a number of exciting
new developments including a trial
of a range of Superday Smoothies
and Rainbow Salad Wraps, which
contain one of your five a day and
are well under 350 kcals. In Summer
2015, we launched a trial partnership
with London based salad brand,
Chop’d, to offer a range of their
salads in six Costa stores. Following
the success of this trial we are now
rolling out Chop’d salads across a
further 25 stores in the Capital. In
December 2015, we also launched
Costa Fresco in London’s Tottenham
Court Road which offers a wider
range of healthier, fresh food, and will
provide us with a great platform for
developing and testing new products
that we can use to support innovation
in our 2,000 Costa store estate.

Costa continues to lead the way
on the high street for offering ‘free
from’ products and in the year, we
introduced new products to our
‘gluten-free’ cakes and sandwiches
ranges including the vegetarian
‘free-range egg and slow roasted
tomato gluten-free wrap’. The wrap,
which is fully certified by Coeliac
UK, joined Costa’s growing range
of gluten-free menu options.

Whitbread Hotels and Restaurants
We’ve made some significant strides
this year in our hotels and restaurants
business to improve the nutritional
profile of our food and drink and to
provide our customers with greater
transparency and choice. This
has been achieved through a
combination of reformulating existing
menu items, introducing new
healthier and lighter menu items
and ensuring we are providing our
customers with the nutritional
information they need to be able
to make an informed choice.

safety and quality. A good example
is our vanilla ice cream which now
has 15% less added sugar. We are a
signatory to the Government’s 2017
salt reduction pledge and to reduce
the levels of salt in our dishes we do
not add extra salt during dish
preparation or cooking, apart from
grilled items such as steaks and
burgers.

Our team of menu development
chefs have looked at where we can
reformulate some dishes to reduce
salt, sugar and fat, without
compromising on taste, product

0ur new Superday Smoothies
are made from real fruit, pure
fruit juice and ice and contain
no added sugar

We are committed to giving
our customers more choice and
therefore it is important that they
can easily find information about
the products we serve. We were
proud to be the first UK coffee shop
chain to launch nutritional labelling
including allergen information on
all of our food packaging and
on-shelf labelling. Full nutritional
information is made available on
the Costa website and our baristas
are also equipped to inform
customers in-store.

We have also introduced healthier
lighter options to our menus, such
as our ‘Lighter Options’ range in
Premier Inn. Across our restaurants,
we give customers the choice of
flexible meal offers where they can
swap chips for jacket or boiled new
potatoes, side salad or vegetables.
In Premier Inn, we’ve expanded our
gluten-free options to include

gluten-free bread for toast and
sauces. A key area of focus has been
in our children’s menus to ensure that
we can support parents in offering
balanced and nutritious meals that
are appealing and tasty. Last year
we served up a total of 4.7 million
children’s meals across our hotels
and restaurants and we continue to
improve the nutritional content of our
children’s menus by adding hidden
vegetables to some children’s dishes,
and we do not use any artificial
colours or flavours.
Furthermore, we do not offer
carbonated or added sugar drinks on
our children’s menus and only offer a
range of natural juices and no-added
sugar drinks including semi-skimmed
milk and tap water.

Premier Inn’s ‘Lighter Options’
range where starters are less
than 400 calories and main
meals are less than 600 calories
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Customer Wellbeing

Responsible
Sourcing
A transparent, sustainable
and traceable supply chain has
never been more important to
the hospitality industry. It delivers
the ethical values at the heart
of Whitbread’s brands and will
ensure the security of supply
required to meet our planned
business growth in a
sustainable way.

Whitbread is committed to
sourcing products responsibly
and we work with suppliers who
can meet the quality and quantity
of product we require, and who
source their products according
to the standards we set. We
currently source over 1,000
individual product lines from
hundreds of suppliers around the
world, across a number of
commodities, each facing their
own ethical and sustainable risks.

Supply chains can be long
and complicated and in 2015/16
we worked with our teams
and suppliers to create a
new approach to deliver a
sustainable resourcing strategy
to ensure that, at every stage of
our supply chain, from the farms
and factories to our stores, hotels
and restaurants, people are being
treated fairly, and the planet
is not being harmed. We
developed three priority pillars
– People, Product & Planet.

2020 Target: 100% accredited supply for
critical product sourced commodities

People

Product & Planet

Our Responsible Sourcing Policy ensures that
people in our supply chain are treated fairly
and their human rights are upheld.

Our Product Specific Policies ensure that we do
not have a negative environmental impact on the
planet and the welfare of the animals in our supply
chain is protected.

This policy outlines the working conditions and
labour standards that we require all our suppliers
to adhere to, including issues such as modern
slavery and forced labour, child labour, working
hours and fair pay.

They focus on the risks associated with sourcing
each commodity, including deforestation, water use,
chemical use, loss of biodiversity and accreditation
standards we have committed to under our
2020 target.

Implementation Method: Online Audit
System, Ethical Site Audits

Implementation Method: Online Audit
System, Product Certification

Third Party Partnerships: Ethical Trade
Initiative, Stop The Traffik

Third Party Partnerships: Certification
Schemes

Whitbread | Corporate Responsibility Report 2015/16
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Customer Wellbeing

People
We are particularly proud to
have been accepted as foundation
stage members of the Ethical
Trading Initiative (ETI) in 2015,
providing external recognition
of our commitment to ethical
trading. Whitbread is the first
hospitality company to be
accepted as a member and
through this membership we can
work in alliance with other member
companies, NGOs and trade unions
to drive continual improvement of
ethical practice in our supply chain.

Whitbread welcomes the
introduction of the Modern
Slavery Act and is pleased to see
that companies will be held to
account for the social standards
and practice of their supply chains.
2015 saw the development of
Whitbread’s partnership with Stop
the Traffik, an NGO working to
put an end to human trafficking.
Together, Whitbread and Stop the
Traffik are developing a heat map
of forced labour risk, which the
company will use to prioritise its
ethical audit schedule for the next
few years, making sure that it is
auditing the suppliers who are at
most risk of this issue occurring.

Product and Planet
In order to achieve our 2020 target
of 100% accreditation of critical
commodities, we have undertaken a
materiality assessment, based on an
assessment of internal operations
and also involving stakeholders,
to identify what the most critical
commodities are for our business.
Stakeholder groups feeding into
the materiality assessment have
included customers, investors,
team members, NGOs, media,
government, and competitors.
Collaboration has been an essential
ingredient in this process and
included working with partners such
as NGOs, charities and suppliers.
The most material commodities
have been identified as cotton,
timber, coffee, meat, fish and
palm oil. We have developed our
approach for each product area
depending upon Whitbread’s
assessment of whether it will
provide sector leadership,
demonstrate good practice
or support the industry.
2015/16 also saw Whitbread
launch a new measurement and
internal audit system throughout
our supply base, to implement the
responsible sourcing policies related
to our critical commodities. This
system plays an essential role in the
governance of Whitbread’s policies
by asking suppliers to complete
questionnaires and provide
evidence against the standards we
set in our Policies. The information
they provide is then risk assessed
by expert teams who support
suppliers in addressing any issues
identified. This inclusive approach
creates effective supplier
relationships and helps to identify
and solve any supply-side
challenges that are discovered.
If suppliers do not already comply
with our standards, Whitbread is
working positively with them to
solve root causes wherever possible.

In the Year
139

critical suppliers
registered and on-boarded to
our Responsible Sourcing
Programme

98

critical suppliers
risk assessed against our
Responsible Sourcing Policy

63

critical suppliers
risk assessed against our
commodity specific responsible
sourcing policies.

3

Whitbread moved up 3 tiers
in this year’s annual Business
Benchmark on Farm Animal’s
Welfare (BBFAW)

9 years

Costa has been working
with the Rainforest Alliance.
The first coffee shop brand
to have all coffee, tea and hot
chocolate from Rainforest
Alliance certified sources.

Work is currently underway to
map any remaining suppliers of
critical commodities and measure
their performance against
Whitbread’s policies, enabling
us to drive an increase in the
amount of accredited supply
within our business. Following this
assessment, a roadmap will be
developed for each commodity
supply chain to achieve the 100%
accreditation target.
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Case
studies

Making sure our customers enjoy
responsibly sourced beds and coffee
Hypnos Beds
at Premier Inn
Hypnos is our valued supplier of the
Premier Inn bed. They hand make our
mattresses and beds in the UK using
100% sustainably sourced timber, have
over 100 years bed making experience
and have built sustainability into the core
of what they do. They are the first British
bed manufacturer to achieve Carbon
Neutral Status with zero carbon footprint
and zero waste going to landfill.
When our mattresses come to the end of
their life, Hypnos help us to recycle them
and each component is put to good use
– whether it is made into refuse derived
fuel or repurposed and put back into our
own mattress supply chain.

Hypnos have been a part of Whitbread’s
responsible sourcing programme from
the start, and were one of the first
suppliers to be risk assessed through
our ethical trade governance systems.
John Woolley, MD of Hypnos Contract
Beds said: ‘This has improved our internal
process and provided valuable
awareness in setting our own CR
road-map. From the results of the ethical
audit, we have now engaged the first of
our key suppliers to pilot their own
ethical trading audit. As we progress,
we intend to link with our other key
suppliers and develop a synergy
when following our own CR policy.’

Rainforest
Alliance
in Colombia
100% of Costa’s coffee beans come
from Rainforest Alliance certified farms,
supporting farmers and farm workers
worldwide who are working to improve
their livelihoods and those of their
families, whilst protecting the planet
at the same time. Rainforest Alliance
encourages farmers to grow crops and
manage ranchlands in a way that looks
after the land for the long-term, and
also offers social, economic and
environmental benefits to farmers.

Colombia is one of the coffee growing
communities that supplies Costa with
its beans. Ecosystems in Columbia are
increasingly threatened, despite more
than one-tenth of the land being
designated as protected. The Andes
Mountains contain all of the country’s
major cities and half of its rural
population. Due to a growing population,
the Andes’ ecosystems have
deteriorated, and many flora and fauna
species are threatened or endangered.

With over 500,000 farmers producing
around 12% of the world’s coffee,
Colombia is the world’s second largest
coffee provider and the number one
producer of Arabica coffee.

To help address this problem, the
Rainforest Alliance awarded its first
Colombian coffee farm certification
in 2004 through its local partner
organisation , Fundación Natura, and
by the end of 2009, more than 2,100
farms were certified.
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Environment

Energy & Environment

Energy and
Environment
Whitbread’s priority is to
ensure that whilst we increase
the number of Premier Inn rooms
to around 85,000 and double the
size of Costa with global
system sales of £2.5 billion by
2020, we continue to minimise
our carbon footprint, reduce
energy usage, water
consumption and waste
production.

CARBON

We are making good progress
and are using innovative
technologies to find smart ways
to reduce our consumption, but
we recognise there is much more
to do. 2015/16 has seen a
significant investment and change
of pace within its Energy and
Environmental Teams in order to
remain competitive, ambitious
and at the forefront of hospitality
sector environmental innovation.

2020 Target
(reset in April 2015)

2015/16
performance

Reduce carbon
by 15%*

12.3% improvement
in carbon efficiency*

In the Year
£2m

electricity and gas utility budget
cost savings in hotels and
restaurants

£2.78m

invested in energy efficiency
capital projects in hotels and
restaurants

8.6m

million kW of energy
saved from energy efficiency
projects in hotels and
restaurants

4600

tonnes of carbon saved
by Carbon Reduction projects
across Whitbread

60%

WATER

WASTE

Improve water
efficiency, cubic
meters per £million
turnover, by 20%*

6% efficiency
improvement*

Increase direct
operations recycling
rate to 80% across
hotels, restaurants
and coffee shops.

66.25 % direct
operational recycling
rate within
Whitbread**
and 91.26% of
operational waste
diverted from landfill

renewable energy purchased
across Whitbread

76%

of waste from Costa
UK stores is diverted
from landfill

95.5%

waste diverted from
landfill within hotels and
restaurants managed direct
operations waste**

*(against a new 2014/15 base line)
**Whitbread managed process waste, UCO, WEEE and Haz Waste.
Whitbread | Corporate Responsibility Report 2015/16
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Energy & Environment

and the
winner is...
2015/16 was another award
-winning year for Whitbread.
Not only did the company receive
specific awards for projects
outlined below, but in October
2015, the Carbon Trust confirmed
triple recertification to Whitbread
for continuous improvement
following its 2013 achievement
of being the first company in the
world to achieve triple certification
to the Carbon Trust Standard for
carbon, water and waste
reduction.
Darran Messem
Managing Director
of Carbon Trust said,
“Retaining the award recognises
Whitbread’s continued progress in
reducing the environmental impact
of its hotels and restaurants,
taking a leadership position to
demonstrate what is possible in
the hospitality industry.”

Premier Inn Worcester Cricket
Club wins International Gold
Green Apple Environment Award
Premier Inn and Gilbert-Ash
were recognised in December
2015 with an international Gold
Green Apple Environment Award
for innovation in the field of
climate adaptation. The
construction of a new Premier
Inn at Worcester Cricket Club
has incorporated features to help
mitigate against the risk of
flooding including the decision to
raise the hotel on stilts, lifting it
above the ‘at risk’ zone The
project, worth £7.2 million,
involved the construction of a
120 room hotel on a flood plain.
Whitbread | Corporate Responsibility Report 2015/16

Winner of the Asda
Environmental Leadership
Award at the BITC’s Responsible
Business Awards 2016
We were thrilled to win the Asda
Environmental Leadership award
recognising the pioneering
sustainability efforts of both
Premier Inn and Costa for tackling
climate change and saving energy
through our two trail-blazing
environmental projects - the Costa
Eco-Pod in Telford and the hub by
Premier Inn St. Martin’s Lane hotel.
hub by Premier Inn Breaks New
Ground in the Hotel Industry
In 2014, hub by Premier Inn,
St Martins Lane in London,
became the first hotel in the UK
to achieve an ‘Outstanding’ (85%+)
BREEAM rating. It was the first
hotel in the UK to achieve this
rating at interim design stage
– with a score of 86.7%. In April
2015, its BREEAM rating actually
exceeded 90.50% post
construction.
hub by Premier Inn Wins Hotel
Cateys Sustainable Hotel of the
Year 2015
The hotel won the Hotel Catey’s
prestigious prize for Sustainable
Hotel of the Year in 2015. Through
hub by Premier Inn, Whitbread set
out to design new city hotels,
prioritising affordability, new
technology and sustainability.
Integrating sustainable
technologies and construction
techniques into the hotel design
has enabled Whitbread to reduce
energy use, save water and
encourage local biodiversity.

Costa’s Cup Overflows
with Awards for Eco-Pod
Costa’s Eco-Pod, opened in
May 2015, received an A+ EPC
(Energy Performance Certificate)
rating, the highest band
achievable (the UK average
rating for an existing commercial
unit is D).
The Eco-Pod won first place in
the British Council of Shopping
Centres Award for Sustainability
in 2015. It also won the Energy
Partnership Award at The
Energy Awards for its innovative
landlord tenant collaboration
with Hammerson, the retail
property specialist.
Tom Cochrane, Asset Manager
at Hammerson, said: “By working
together, we have been able to
provide Costa with an entirely
new and innovative concept store,
as well as a UK first. Using this
as a blueprint for low carbon and
sustainable design we hope to
support, where possible, other
retailers in creating truly
sustainable assets.”

Premier Inn Worcester
won the International Gold
Green Apple Environment
Award
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Premier Inn Bodmin is
one of 40 sites with solar
PV installed

Whitbread Hotels
and Restaurants
In 2015/16, we created a new,
wide reaching and commercially
focused energy strategy. As part
of this new strategy we are
working with all areas of our
business to maximise the
impact of our work. This will save
the business money, reduce our
impact on the environment and
enable us to meet our carbon
targets. The new strategy has
four key strands that will enable
this to be delivered effectively,
supporting both our new and
existing property estate
Buying what we need – We will
ensure that the terms and
performance measures in our new
utilities and waste contracts support
delivery of our strategy and
environmental targets.
Measuring, Monitoring and Data
– We will improve our capture
and analysis of utilities and waste
data in order to gain a better
understanding of our
consumption. This data will allow
us to make targeted investments
in efficiency and improve our
maintenance and operational
practices to reduce energy
consumption and environmental
impact.
Spending to reduce – We will
continue to invest in technology
throughout our existing estate to
reduce our utilities consumption and
offset consumption driven
by our growth.
Managing what we use – We will
engage all of our team members so
they understand how they impact
the environment and how they
can help manage and reduce this
impact. We will implement robust
energy and environmental
governance so that we understand
and control our utilities
consumption and waste generated.
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In 2015/16, our hotels and
restaurants made good progress
towards achieving their 2020
environmental targets with a 4.7%
reduction in carbon emissions,
saving 8.6 million kW of energy
through energy efficiency projects,
and 95.5% of waste diverted from
landfill from their managed direct
operations waste. Key highlights
in the year included:
Installation of Solar Panels
(PV) Across Premier Inn Sites.
Whitbread installed Solar
Photovoltaic panels (PV) at a further
40 sites resulting in a total of 88
solar PV installations (over 12%)
of our Premier Inn estate. This
volume has a generating capacity
of 1.44mW- enough to power over
300 homes. £1.15 million of capital
has been invested this year which
will generate £163,000 of revenue
benefits per year, with an associated
reduction in carbon consumption
of 6000 tonnes CO2/annum. This
investment sets Whitbread apart
as leading the way with solar
generation in the hospitality sector.

Food Waste Review 2015
We recognise the importance of
reducing food waste globally, and
are committed to reducing food
waste created directly from our
on-site operations by reducing
avoidable food waste at source
and endeavouring to donate any
surplus generated. Due to the nature
of the surplus food we have, which
is cooked and rapidly perishable,
we find that limited amounts are
suitable for donation. Where we
have food waste that we are unable
to donate, we segregate it from other
wastes wherever possible and send it
for anaerobic digestion (converting
to compost and energy) or
composting alone. In 2014/16, teams
segregated over 11,000 tonnes of
food waste which was sent for
treatment. In order to raise food
waste further up the waste hierarchy,
a programme of food waste data
analysis is planned for 2016/17 to
optimise the reduction of food
waste in our procurement and
kitchen practices. By recording and
closely analysing food waste, we plan
to identify food waste trends and
modify practices accordingly.

James Pitcher, Corporate
Social Responsibility Director
at Whitbread commented:
“Whitbread’s investment in
Solar PV forms part of our wider
strategy to reduce carbon usage
across the business and will support
us in meeting our 2020 target of
reducing carbon by 15%”
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Whitbread Hotels
and Restaurants

hub by Premier Inn
Tower Bridge opened
in February 2016

hub by Premier Inn
– Environmental Benefits
One Year on
hub by Premier Inn in the
heart London’s Covent Garden
celebrated its first year of trading
since opening in November 2015.
It was the first hotel in the UK to
achieve an ‘Outstanding’ BREEAM
rating and 12 months of
environmental analysis has
indicated that the hotel has
achieved 11.6% (£10k) lower annual
energy costs while achieving 3.7%
higher occupancy than other
Premier Inn sites in London.
The innovation and sustainability
introduced by the hub by Premier
Inn brand is set to achieve
significant environmental
outcomes and sector leadership
with its ambitious roll-out plans.
Three new sites have opened in
the past year in London and
Edinburgh, and a further ten
hotels are in the pipeline.
Biodiversity Plans in Premier
Inn Save Endangered Swifts
Premier Inn prepares Biodiversity
Enhancement Plans for each of
its new builds, which include what
bird nesting and bat roosting
opportunities can feature within
each hotel. Our first swift-friendly
hotel in Exeter had 21 swift nest
boxes installed into the fabric of
the hotel, creating the natural
space the birds need to reproduce.
Similar bird box schemes are being
introduced in Premier Inns in
Devon, Maidenhead and
Cambridge.
This good practice of biodiversity
was rewarded with praise from the
community at Mill Street Premier
Inn, Perth, in 2015. Locals were
initially concerned that plans for
renovating and converting the old
Mill property would be detrimental
to the swifts that had nested there
for many years. However, installing
external swift nest boxes adjacent
to the old nest site was a priority
for the development team and
now swifts will continue to fly over
the centre of Perth for a long time
to come.
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Waste Reduction Requires
Effective Employee Engagement
Supporting our hotel and
restaurant teams to take on the
‘Waste Reduction Challenge’
encourages each team to reach
their site targets and at the
same time, drives employee
engagement. A great example is
the Euston Premier Inn, which in
June 2015, was at bottom of the
Whitbread Hotel and Restaurant
Waste League Table, recycling less
than 25% of its waste. When
Martyna Blaziak, an Apprentice,
requested a special project to
undertake and present back to
the WISE team as part of her
apprenticeship goals, a recycling
initiative was suggested. Working
in partnership with the CSR team
and liaising with the site
housekeeping team, Martyna
focused on newspaper recycling
from bedrooms. For a relatively
small site, a phenomenal 1,059
newspapers were recycled from
the bedrooms over a nine week
period, eliminating 32kg of CO2.
The site has continued to prioritise
the recycling of newspapers from
bedrooms and, alongside other
segregation improvements, is now
recycling 43% of its waste - an
amazing improvement of
nearly 20%.

21

Swift nest boxes at
Premier Inn Exeter
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Energy & Environment

Costa
As one of the most recognised
brands in the UK and with a growing
global presence, Costa must
demonstrate the highest standards
of environmental stewardship.
We are committed to minimising
our impact on the environmental
and our strategic aim is to decouple
our fast paced growth from any
such impact.
Over the past five years, our
environmental approach has
evolved from establishing a basic
management system to a fully
embedded strategic programme
that is an integral part of the way
we operate. Consulting with a
range of stakeholders has given
us an appreciation of the material
issues for our business which, helps
shape the development of our
trategic objectives and policies.
These are subject to ongoing
review and we regularly monitor
and report on progress.
We are focused on reducing our
own consumption of resources
and helping our teams, customers
and partners to do the same.
We do this is a number of ways:
Innovation – We actively seek new
and innovative ways to incorporate
sustainable practices and design in
our coffee shops, our Roastery and
our Costa Express machines.
Collaboration - We work closely
with our partners and suppliers
to encourage and enable them
to operate in an environmentally
responsible manner and where
appropriate, make this a condition
of any business partnership.

The Coffee Shop of the Future
As our business continues to grow,
it is important that we manage our
impact on the environment. The
implications of climate change and
the threat of diminishing natural
resources are compelling us to
rethink the way we design, engineer,
construct and operate our buildings
and infrastructure. By collaborating
with our partner Hammerson (the
retail property specialist), we have
designed and opened our first
Eco-Pod, the only ‘zero energy’
coffee shop building in the UK,
which incorporates the latest in
environmentally-friendly building
design and is packed full of
innovative energy saving technology.
‘Zero energy’ is achieved through
passive ventilation and innovative
construction techniques, which
mean that the energy required
to heat and cool the building is
minimised and the low amount of
energy that is required for building
temperature control will come from
solar PV cells embedded in the
specially curved roof, balancing
out overall.

Key Design Features of the
Eco-Pod
– A special timber frame
constructed using FSC sourced
timber as an alternative to a
traditional steel frame, reducing
the embodied carbon footprint
of the building.
– A super-insulated facade using
soft wood with excellent energy
retention properties, keeping
more heat in during the winter
and also helping to keep the
interior cool in summer.
– Intelligent orientation of the
building to achieve optimum
levels of sun and shade, impacting
on overall energy requirements
for heating and cooling.
–P
 hotovoltaic (PV) solar panels
on the roof.
–A
 n under-floor heating system
and passive ventilation.

Costa’s innovative new
Eco-Pod store will continue
to be developed and
rolled out

Engagement – We seek to
engage and support our
customers and our team members
to minimise their own impact on
the environment through little
everyday activities that can make
a big difference.
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Energy & Environment

Costa
Recycling and Waste
Management
Our objective is to minimise
waste and promote recycling,
leading towards zero waste being
sent to landfill. Our UK stores are
currently diverting 76% of their
waste from landfill and 60% of
this waste is being recycled.
Recently introduced UK
legislation, the MRF Code of
Practice, has changed the
guidelines of what waste is
considered suitable for mixed
recycling. Our recycling waste
is often wet or contaminated
with food and is therefore not
compliant with the new legislation.
This poses a challenge to our
business to achieve 100% recycling
of waste from our stores, however,
we are fully committed to making
improvements and where
necessary, investments to ensure
that stores are provided with a
general waste stream so that they
can dispose of this contaminated
material effectively.
Our key recycling activities are
outlined below:
– Our in store waste solution
ensures that our teams
segregate their organic waste
(including coffee grounds) and
cardboard from general waste.
This organic waste is then
processed via Anaerobic
Digestion, as a biomass fuel
source. Any leftover waste is
used as fertiliser for farmland.
– Through our Grounds for
Grounds project, customers can
come into our stores to request
our used coffee grounds for free.
These grounds can be used as a
natural plant fertiliser or to
create compost.
– At Costa, we use 60kg hessian or
jute sacks to transport our coffee
beans from around the world to
our Roastery in London. Each
year, we receive around 125,000
of these sacks and rather than
throw them away, we recycle
them, converting the fibre to
produce 9,000 metres of
underfelt, which is used to
manufacture carpet underlay
for Premier Inn hotels.
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The Costa Roastery runs on
100% renewable energy and
was the first Roastery in
Europe to be accredited to
the energy management
standard ISO 50001.

Stewardship in paper cup
design and disposal
Our coffee cups are synonymous
with our great tasting coffee and
we want to ensure they leave a
lasting impression on the consumer
and not on the environment.
The disposal and recycling of
paper cups is an industry wide
issue and we have a put in place a
number of initiatives, listed below,
to help us find a solution to the
problem. However, we recognise
that these alone will not solve the
issue and there is much more
work to be done.
– We want to encourage and enable
industry wide collaboration and
as the first signatory of the Paper
Cup Manifesto we’ve committed
to working with others to help
fund and drive action that will
bring about long lasting change.
We are also actively engaging
with Government departments to
discuss how best to drive a unified
approach to recycling solutions.

Responsible Roasting
This year, construction started on
Costa’s new Roastery in Basildon
- a £38 million investment in a
state-of-the-art Roastery, which
will be able to roast up to 45,000
tonnes of coffee a year. The
sustainable construction plan is
targeting the building be the first
Roastery in the world to achieve
the international standard of
BREEAM “Outstanding”, making
it one of only 14 industrial sites
worldwide to achieve this
accolade.
Any timber used on site
will come from sustainable
forestry only and a rainwater
harvesting system will provide
water for both toilets and
landscape watering. In terms
of renewable energy, 249kW
of Solar PV will be installed,
generating over 210,000kW of
power (equivalent to 636 homes),
also supplying the building
with hot water; and heating
and cooling for offices will be
provided by highly efficient Air
Source Heat pumps. The new
Roastery is scheduled to open
in the first half of 2017.

– We are looking at how we can
develop and fund commercial
partnerships with waste
contractors to enable cups to be
recycled through the majority of
waste streams across the UK and
not only a limited number of
specialist waste streams.
– We have launched an in store
collection trial to recover Costa
takeaway cups across a number
of stores in London and
Manchester. These stores have
cup recycle bins where customers
can dispose of their cups, which
we then send to specialist waste
processing plants for recycling.
– We are encouraging customers
to get more from their daily cup
of coffee, by donating 25p to litter
charities, including ‘Keep Britain
Tidy’, every time they use a
reusable cup in our stores.
– We have partnered with Sheffield
University and are providing
funding into their research to help
us further understand the issues
and create solutions based on
facts and research.
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Case
studies

Our teams are passionate about
caring for the environment
Energy Challenge
– Inspiring Whitbread
Hotels and Restaurants
Teams to Take Action
and Reduce Energy
Consumption

London Docklands winning
a team prize in the Energy
Challenge

Our team members have a
huge influence on how much
energy the company’s hotels
and restaurants use. It is
absolutely vital to engage and
give them skills and knowledge
to optimise energy use. In order
to incentivise team members,
we ran an “Energy Challenge”
during 2015 - a competition that

The Big Tidy Up
During 2015, Costa sponsored the
Keep Britain Tidy ‘Big Tidy Up’,
providing litter collecting
equipment to volunteer groups
across the UK. In September 2015,
over 550 of stores took part in a
national litter pick and 1,900 of
our store teams volunteered their
time to take part in the event. In
March, we undertook our second
major litter pick as a sponsor of
the ‘Clean for the Queen Event’.
Thousands of Baristas, Costa’s MD
and leadership team got involved
with their local community to give
it a clean up.
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gave small financial rewards to
the teams that saved the most
energy each month. These
incentives, coupled with
weekly reporting and published
performance tables on every
site, helped to motivate teams.
As a result of this Energy
Challenge, winning sites have
shown energy savings of up to
14% and we estimate that this
approach to engaging teams
and management can save up
to £500,000 every year.

Costa has been working in
partnership with Keep Britain
Tidy over the past 18 months
and is a signatory to the charity’s
Litter Prevention Commitment,
as well as the sponsor of our Big
Tidy Up campaign, which support
community litter-picks. Costa is
the first coffee shop brand to sign
Keep Britain Tidy’s Litter
Prevention Commitment and the
charity is hoping that others will
follow its example.
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Governance
How We Manage Good Together
within Whitbread
Responsibility for driving the
Good Together strategy forward
and delivering against our targets
is part of the remit of the PLC
Board and Executive
Management teams.
Whitbread Board
The PLC Board has
responsibility for setting the
overall framework, strategy and
programme of activity for Good
Together and delegates specific
activities to the two Executive
Management teams (Costa and
Whitbread Hotels & Restaurants).
By embedding corporate
responsibility into the businesses
in this way, we are able to integrate
the Good Together principles and
targets into our strategic business
plans. Good Together is tabled as
an agenda item at the Whitbread
PLC Board every six months.
Executive Management Teams
The Group Executive Committee
has overall oversight of the

Measuring Progress
At Whitbread We Operate a
Balanced Scorecard, Which
We Call the WINcard.
The WINcard reflects our
Business Model (shown) based
on our Customer Heartbeat
schematic of Winning Teams,
Customer Heartbeat,
Profitable Growth and Good
Together. Behind each of these
headings are clear and measurable
targets. A range of factors are
taken into consideration when
setting targets but, in most cases,
the following principles are
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programme, and has the
responsibility of proposing
the strategy to the Board. The
Executive Management teams
in each part of the business are
responsible for delivering the
Good Together strategy and
programme of activities in their
part of the business. Each
Executive team meets monthly
when Good Together is regularly
discussed. Within each business
(WHR and Costa), there is a team
of experts in the fields of
environment, charities, supply
chain, nutrition, education and
training. Each team delivers its
own programme of activity,
which is closely aligned to the
overarching Good Together pillars
of Teams & Communities,
Customer Wellbeing, Energy
& Environment.
Executive Steering Group
There is an Executive Steering
Group, chaired by Whitbread’s
General Counsel, which meets
monthly. The role of this Group is
to propose the strategy for Good
Together to the Board, to monitor
performance against targets, and

applied: A green score is
achieved where the performance
is better than both the prior year
and target. An amber score is for
performance which is better than
the prior year, but below target.
A red score is for a result below
the previous year. The WINcard
is used throughout the company,
and every hotel, restaurant and
coffee shop has its own individual
WINcard, along with each business
unit and the Group as a whole.

to ensure we have the right input
and information to help shape
the programme’s direction and
policies and to share best practice
across the business. The Good
Together Executive Steering
Group comprises:
– Chris Vaughan, General Counsel,
Whitbread PLC
– Anna Glover, Director of
Communications, Whitbread PLC
– Simon Ewins, Chief Operating
Officer, Premier Inn
– Kerry Parkin, Head of CSR
& Communications, Costa
– James Pitcher, Director of CSR,
Whitbread Hotels & Restaurants
Good Together
Communications Forum
The Good Together
Communications Forum is made
up of CSR and Communications
colleagues from across Whitbread
and meets every quarter to share
activity updates, best practice
and key information and insights.

There is a Good Together
Measure on the WINcard.
In 2015/16, the Hotels &
Restaurants WINcard measure
was a carbon reduction target
and overall they achieved a 4.7%
reduction in like for like carbon
consumption versus a target of
3.0%. In Costa, the measure
was for the number of stores
participating in volunteering
or fundraising in their local
communities. In 2015/16, 80.2%
of Costa stores participated in
volunteering or fundraising
activity, which is in excess of
the 60.0% target.
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Whitbread plc

Independent Assurance of
Whitbread’s Corporate
Responsibility Reporting
2015/16
ISAE 3000 Statement

May 2016

Independent Assurance of Whitbread’s corporate
responsibility reporting 2015/16: ISAE 3000 statement
The nature of the assurance
This is a report by Corporate Citizenship for Whitbread plc
Corporate Citizenship has undertaken limited assurance of Whitbread’s 2015/16 Carbon,
Waste and Water data as described below:
Carbon efficiency

86 Total tonnes of CO2e per GBP million turnover

Water efficiency

1,692 cubic metres per GBP million turnover

Percentage of total waste
diverted away from landfill

91%

Whitbread is entirely and solely responsible for the production and publication of the data
assured, Corporate Citizenship for its assurance.

The data relates to Whitbread’s Group performance (Whitbread Hotels and Restaurants
and Costa) in the UK and international operations where Whitbread has a majority stake. It
excludes Whitbread’s joint ventures where the company holds less than a 50% stake.
Our work has involved reviewing selected environmental claims and data included in the
report against the GRI principles for Defining Report Quality. The carbon emissions data has
been prepared using the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
Environmental Reporting Guidelines: Including mandatory greenhouse gas reporting guidance
(June 2013) and the appropriate GHG conversion factors for company reporting, as published
by DEFRA.
GHG quantification is subject to inherent uncertainty due to factors such as incomplete scientific
knowledge about the global warming potential of different GHGs and uncertainty around the
models and parameters used in estimating GHG emissions.
This engagement was performed in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance
Engagement (ISAE) 3000 (Assurance Engagements other than Audits or Reviews of Historical
Financial Information) and the relevant subject-matter specific ISAE for GHG data (ISAE 3410,
Assurance Engagements on Greenhouse Gas Statements).
Corporate Citizenship has complied with the requirements for independence, professional ethics
and quality control as stipulated by ISAE 3000.

Assurance work performed
The assurance work was commissioned in March 2016 and was completed on 13 May 2016.
Detailed records were kept of meetings, assurance visits and correspondence relating to the
assurance. The assurance process was undertaken by a multidisciplinary team of three, including
two Consultants, and a Director acting in a supervisory capacity.
The assurance engagement was undertaken to a limited level, and involved the following
activities:
1. Detailed interviews with employees responsible for delivery of Whitbread’s environmental
performance that is part of the corporate responsibility programme (Good Together). This
was in order to understand the overall process of environmental management and to
discuss key trends and the process for collecting, validating and consolidating the data;
2. Checks on a sample basis of consolidated data to underlying records to check for
consistency and accuracy of reporting;
3. Reviews of the systems used to record and analyse environmental performance data in
order to assess robustness;
4. Examination of the 2015/16 Corporate Responsibility Report at set stages in its
development to assess the environmental reporting content against the Global
Reporting Initiative’s Principles for Determining Report Quality, namely: balance,
comparability, accuracy, timeliness, clarity, and reliability of reporting.

Our experience and independence
Corporate Citizenship is a specialist management consultancy, advising corporations that
seek to improve their economic, social and environmental performance around the world
and is a leading assuror of corporate responsibility and sustainability reports. This is the tenth
year that Corporate Citizenship has provided independent assurance services in relation to
Whitbread’s corporate responsibility reporting. We have provided no other services to
Whitbread during the period under review.

Conclusion
Based on the scope of work and assurance procedures performed, nothing has come to our
attention that causes us to believe that the Energy, Waste and Water data described above is
not prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the DEFRA Environmental Reporting
Guidelines.

Corporate Citizenship Limited
London
13 May 2016
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